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Self-care means different things
for different people. For some,
it's getting outside and taking a
walk, for others it's curling up
inside with some entertainment and
a warm drink. Whatever it means
for you, being mindful of your
mental, physical, and emotional
needs will help you destress and

relax.  

Let's Talk About Self-Care 
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Positivity 
Laughing helps reduce
stress hormones. Maybe
there's a stand-up that
always makes you smile
or laugh? Think about
what makes you smile.  

Meditate
Deep breathing and

in-ward focused
thought is known
to decrease blood
pressure (Harvard

Health).

Exercise
Physical Activity raises your
heart rate and causes your
brain to release endorphins
which helps relieve stress

(Harvard Health).  

"Unplug" 
Take 10-15 minutes out of

your day to completely step
away from media, emails,
and electronics. Allow

yourself to step out of the
necessity of being available
and simply focus on you. 

Activity 
What's an activity you do in
your free time to relax? Free
time you don't seem to have
at the moment? Try to make
time for that activity this

week! Block out a day and an
hour or two that's yours to
spend however you'd like! See
if you can make that time

every week! 



SLEEP HYGIENE

Maintaining Good

Go to bed and wake up at the same time each day

Don't stay awake in bed for more than 5-10 minutes

Avoid daytime naps

Don't watch TV, use a computer/tablet/phone, or
read in bed. 

Have a quiet, comfortable bed
room. 

Avoid drinking caffeine in the
late afternoon or evening

Create a comfortable pre-
bedtime routine
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SOURCE: AMERICAN SLEEP ASSOCIATION
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How can I Get Restful Sleep? 
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Keep in sync with your
natural sleep/wake cycle

(Health Guide)

Manage your
exposure to light 

Exercise during
the day 

Be aware of what
you're eating and

drinking and when  

Learn methods of falling
back to sleep  

Health Guide 



Check out "How to Sleep Better" at Health
Guide, healthguide.com, for in depth

details on how to achieve the tips above!

Why is getting restful
sleep important? I am
tired a lot of the time,

but isn't that common for
most people? 



Sleep Deprivation Can Lead to: 

Attention Lapses 
Reduced Cognition

   Delayed Reactions 
&   Mood Shifts 

It is possible to develop a tolerance to chronic sleep
deprivation. This sustained lack of sleep can lead to medical

conditions such as:  

"Obesity, Type 2 Diabetes, High Blood Pressure Heart
Disease, Stroke, Poor Mental Health, and Early Death"

(Sleep Foundation).
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WOMEN 'S  HISTORY

MONTH

To honor a woman who inspires you this 

month, write her a thank you note



Health Observation Days for Your

Calendar: 

Upcoming Events and Information  

Multiple
Sclerosis

Education and
Awareness Month

Epilepsy
Awareness,
Purple Day  

3/26/2021

Aloe Bud is a free, gentle
reminder app that helps you
keep on track with your self-
care necessities!  It also has a

useful journaling function
which creates a unique two-in-

one experience.   

National Sleep
Awareness

Week : 
3/14/2021 -
3/20/2021

App Spotlight  Let us know if you check it
out over on our social media!!



Check out our Weekly

Themes below to see what

type of content will be up on

our social media!!  

Bennington
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promo
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TEMPERAMENT

TUESDAY

MIND
FUL
MON
DAY

Weekly Themes!

wellbeing
wednesday

T H R OW
 

B A C K

thursday

FEEL GOOD
FRIDAY

SLOW IT
DOWN

S  U  N  D  A  Y

SAFER
SEX
Saturday



Publishing, Harvard Health. “5 Ways to De-Stress and Help Your
Heart.” Harvard Health,  Harvard Health Publishing,

www.health.harvard.edu/heart-health/5-ways-to-de-stress-and-
help-your-heart.

https://www.helpguide.org/articles/sleep/getting-better-
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3 B Deliveries Link:
https://forms.gle/16QM1U52MHqwmZSH8

Resources and Sources 



Keep your eyes out for 

our next issue!!  

Thank you for reading!

3 B Deliveries Link:

https://forms.gle/16QM1U52MHqwmZSH8

Bennington College
Office of Student Health Promotion 

Take care!


